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We introduce a novel user interface and system for exploring extremely detailed 3D models in a museum setting. 3D models and
associated information are presented on a large projection surface controlled by a touch-enabled surface placed at a suitable
distance in front of it. Our indirect user interface, dubbed IsoCam, combines an object-aware interactive camera controller with
an interactive point-of-interest selector and is implemented within a scalable implementation based on multiresolution structures
shared between the rendering and user interaction subsystems. The collision-free camera controller automatically supports the
smooth transition from orbiting to proximal navigation, by exploiting a distance-field representation of the 3D object. The
point-of-interest selector exploits a specialized view similarity computation to propose a few nearby easily reachable interesting
3D views from a large database, move the camera to the user-selected point of interest, and provide extra information through
overlaid annotations of the target view. The capabilities of our approach have been demonstrated in a public event attended
by thousands of people, which were offered the possibility to explore sub-millimetric reconstructions of 38 stone statues of
the Mont’e Prama Nuragic complex, depicting larger-than-life human figures, and small models of prehistoric Nuraghe (coneshaped stone towers). A follow-up of this work, using 2.5m-high projection screens, is now included in permanent exhibitions
at two Archeological Museums. Results of a thorough user evaluation, involving quantitative and subjective measurements, are
discussed.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

3D shape and material acquisition, as well as modeling techniques, are nowadays able to produce
highly detailed and accurate 3D representations of cultural heritage artifacts. While this digitization
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Fig. 1. Museum exhibition. The method described in this work has been employed for the virtual stands in a large exhibition
attended by approximately 3500 people, who had the possibility to freely inspect 38 highly detailed models. A larger setup is now
installed in two permanent exhibitions at Archeological Museums in Cagliari and Cabras (Italy).

process has a variety of applications, including archival, study, and restoration, visual communication
is by large the most common utilization. Until recently, the most successful and widespread use of
3D reconstructions for exploration have been through mostly passive visual presentation modalities,
such as videos or computer-generated animations. Interest is, however, now shifting towards more
flexible active presentation modalities, such as virtual navigation systems, which let users directly
drive navigation and inspection of 3D digital artifacts. These active presentation approaches are known
to engage museum visitors and enhance the overall visit experience, which tends to be personal, selfmotivated, self-paced, and exploratory [Falk and Dierking 2000]. In general, visitors do not want to
be overloaded with instructional material, but to receive the relevant information, learn, and have
an overall interesting experience. To serve this goal, user-friendly and flexible systems are needed,
and many challenges need to be addressed in parallel [Kuflik et al. 2011]. Our work deals with the
particular problem of inspecting extremely detailed visual representations of 3D models, such as statues
reconstructed using state-of-the-art 3D scanning pipelines. This article principally focuses on a novel
user interface integrated in a museum presentation system designed in collaboration with domain
experts in the context of a large cultural heritage visualization project (see Sec. 3).
Our approach. 3D models and associated information are presented on a large projection surface
(projection wall). We let users focus their attention exclusively on the large screen, while controlling the
application through a touch-enabled surface placed at a suitable distance in front of it (see Fig. 1 right).
In this setting, the display of the touch-enabled screen is used only to provide minimal help information
on the application. We exploit this simple setup with an indirect user interface, dubbed IsoCam, which
combines an object-aware interactive camera controller, to incrementally explore the 3D model, with an
interactive point-of-interest selector. Our camera controller exploits a multiresolution distance-field
representation of the 3D object, which allows it to be scalable and to smoothly transition from orbiting
to proximal navigation (see Sec. 4). The simple point-of-interest selector exploits a specialized viewsimilarity computation to propose a few nearby easily reachable interesting 3D views from a large
database, move the camera to the user-selected point of interest, and provide extra information through
overlaid annotations of the target view (see Sec. 5). A scalable implementation is realized on top of
specialized multiresolution structures shared between rendering and user interaction subsystems.
Novelty. Our system combines and extends a number of state-of-the-art results. The main novel
contribution is an intuitive 3D camera controller, handling objects with multiple components while
smoothly transitioning from orbiting to proximal navigation, integrated with a simple user interface
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for point-of-interest selection and overlaid information display. Thanks to view-adaptive structures,
object-aware user-interface components are capable to support models composed of various billions of
primitives and large numbers of points of interest, and have been used by thousands of inexperienced
users in a real exhibition with a massive object collection (see Sec. 8).
Advantages. The proposed setup is simple, low-cost and suitable for exhibitions and museums; it
supports large scale display surfaces where multiple users can focus their attention and objects can be
displayed at an imposing scale. The proposed navigation technique, which can also be employed in other
more standard settings, lets inexperienced users inspect topologically complex 3D shapes at various
scales and without collisions, integrating panning, rotating, and zooming controls into simple lowdegree-of-freedom operations. Our approach, based on distance-field isosurfaces, significantly improves
over previous constrained orbiting and proximal navigation methods [Khan et al. 2005; McCrae et al.
2009; Moerman et al. 2012; Marton et al. 2012] by better supporting disconnected components, more
seamlessly transitioning between orbiting and proximal navigation, and providing smoother camera
motion, while being simpler to implement as it is based on a single unifying concept and does not
require complex algorithms (e.g., motion prediction) to handle special cases. On-demand context-based
selection of “nearby” points of interests is well integrated with the IsoCam interface, reduces clutter,
does not require a pointing device for hot-spot selection, and supports overlaid information associated
to target views. Our scalable implementation supports giga-triangle-sized models and hundreds of
points-of-interest on commodity platforms.
Limitations. As for all current approaches, our approach has also limitations. The presented approach
targets the traditional non-immersive setting with 2D screens and low-DOF input devices, and might
be not suitable for more immersive setups (e.g., CAVEs). In addition, we only target the problem of
3D model exploration with image/text overlays. Using other associated multimedia information and/or
supporting narratives are orthogonal problems not treated in this work. The proposed navigation
technique achieves simplicity by constraining camera/model motion. As for many other constrained
navigation techniques, not all view positions are thus achievable.
2.

RELATED WORK

Creating an interactive projection-based system for natural exploration of massive models in museums
requires combining and extending state-of-the-art results in a number of technological areas. In this
section we briefly discuss the methods that most closely relate to ours. For a wider coverage, we refer
the reader to well-established surveys on 3D interaction techniques [Jankowski and Hachet 2013], 3D
camera control [Christie and Olivier 2009], massive model rendering [Dietrich et al. 2007; Gobbetti
et al. 2008; Yoon et al. 2008], and visualization strategies for cultural heritage [Foni et al. 2010].
Motion control for natural exploration of massive surface models. In the context of visualization of
massive complicated scenes, users require interactive control to effectively explore the data. Most of the
work in this area is connected to camera/object motion control [Christie and Olivier 2009; Jankowski
and Hachet 2013]. In this paper, we deal with exocentric camera motion techniques for object inspection.
Mapping the limited DOF input to a 6DOF transformation space, and assisting the user to generate
“good” motions are two of the main problems. Variations of the virtual trackball [Chen et al. 1988;
Shoemake 1992; Henriksen et al. 2004], which decompose motion into pan, zoom, and orbit, are the
most commonly employed approaches. In order to solve the lost-in-space problem and avoid collisions
with the environment, Fitzmaurice et al. [2008] have proposed the Safe Navigation Technique, which,
however, requires explicit positioning of rotation pivot, and thus needs precise pointing. Moreover,
motion decomposition and pivot positioning can be difficult for novice users. For this reason, a number
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of authors have proposed techniques for effective object inspection that constrain viewpoint by using
precomputed/authored camera properties [Hanson and Wernert 1997; Burtnyk et al. 2002; Burtnyk
et al. 2006], increasing authoring time and limiting effective view selection. Proximal surface navigation
methods constrain the camera to stay in a region around the object and with a specific orientation
with respect to the visible surface [Khan et al. 2005; McCrae et al. 2009; Moerman et al. 2012; Marton
et al. 2012]. These methods, following a hovercraft metaphor, slide a target point on the surface
and compute camera positions so as to look at this point from a constant distance and at a good
orientation. Surface/depth smoothing and algorithmic solutions are used to reduce jerkiness and deal
with singularities and out-of-view-field collisions. Moreover, disconnected surfaces are difficult to handle
with this method. Our approach solves these problems by exploiting the structure of the distance field
and by computing camera parameters by decoupling view position and view direction computation.
This solution significantly reduces jerkiness, guarantees a collision-free motion, handles topologically
complex surfaces, and smoothly blends from hovering to orbiting as distance to the surface increases.
Multi-touch interfaces for 3D model exploration. In recent years, researchers started to combine
multi-point input technology with interactive 3D graphics. Hancock et al. [2009; 2007] proposed
different approaches using direct and indirect multi-touch interaction techniques for tabletop surfaces
to manipulate 2D and 3D content. Martinet et al. [2012] have studied the effect of DOF separation
in a 3D manipulation task on a direct multi-touch display. In their work, Reisman et al. [2009]
proposed co-location constraints for direct-touch object manipulation. The Cubtile has been designed
by de la Riviere et al. [2008], where users interact with 3D content from an indirect multi-touch boxshaped device. Recently, direct touch interfaces have been created for interacting with visualizations in
application domains ranging from astrophysics [Fu et al. 2010] to oceanography [Butkiewicz and Ware
2011], fluid mechanics [Klein et al. 2012], and medicine [Lundstrom et al. 2011]. In particular, Yu at
al. [2010] proposed a general direct-touch technique allowing users to explore 3D data representations
and visualization spaces. All these systems are targeted to scientific visualization of complex data,
while our system is focused on cultural heritage, and designed to be effective in a museum setting,
mostly for naive users. Recent work on multi-touch surfaces has also focused on indirect interaction,
which is not guided by co-location concerns, and seems particularly interesting for interactive 3D
visualization [Moscovich and Hughes 2008]. In particular, Knoedel and Hachet [2011] showed that
direct-touch shortens completion times, but indirect interaction improves efficiency and precision,
and this is particularly true for 3D visualizations. In our system we considered an indirect gestural
multi-touch approach and we coupled it with an assisted user interface in order to reduce the number of
DOFs and gestures. Our method is proved to be particularly effective for users without experience in
3D interaction techniques.
Dual display setups. Recently, a number of visualization systems have been presented exploiting two
display surfaces. In general, these systems employ an horizontal interactive touch table, and a large
display wall visualizing the data, sometimes combining them in a continuous curved display [Weiss
et al. 2010; Wimmer et al. 2010]. Our system layout is similar to the two-display volumetric exploration
system of Coffey et al. [2012], which however employs a World-In-Miniature metaphor, simultaneously
displaying a large-scale detailed data visualization and an interactive miniature. Differently from all
these systems, we use the horizontal surface exclusively for indirect interaction, so that users keep
their focus on virtual exploration on the main display.
Integration of additional information. The use of auxiliary information to integrate and enhance the
presentation of complex data has a long history [Faraday and Sutcliffe 1997], and 3D environments
where textual information is attached to the models in a spatially coherent way have been thoroughly
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studied [Bowman et al. 2003; Sonnet et al. 2005; Jankowski et al. 2010; Polys et al. 2011]. Recently,
a number of authors have proposed techniques for presenting 3D models and textual information in
an integrated fashion [Götzelmann et al. 2007; Jankowski and Hachet 2013; Callieri et al. 2013]. In
this work, we only target the problem of 3D model exploration with image/text overlays, and associate
overlays to points of interest selection in order to overcome the limitations of the classic hot-spot
solution, which require pointing devices.
Point-of-interest exploration. Thumbnail-bars are tools which enable the navigation of a dataset by
employing a set of precomputed images. At any given time, one image of the dataset can be selected
by the user as current focus. The focus image can be regarded as the current position where the
user sits within the dataset. The exact meaning of selecting a focus depends on the application: in
an image viewer, the focus can be the image being shown at full resolution in the main area of the
screen; in a 3D navigation application [Pintore et al. 2012], where images are linked to viewpoints (the
physical camera positions of the shot), the focus image can drive the setup of the virtual camera used
to render the 3D scene inside the main screen area. Often, these images are also linked to additional
information, which is displayed when the user reaches selects them, as an alternative to the usage
of hot-spots [Andujar et al. 2012; Besora et al. 2008]. The organization of the images in this kind
of tools can be considered a challenging problem in many CH scenarios, since simple grid layout
approaches do not scale up well enough with the number of images. A trend consists in clustering
images hierarchically, according to some kind of image semantic, like combining time and space [Ryu
et al. 2010], spatial image-distances [Epshtein et al. 2007; Jang et al. 2009], or a mixture of them [Mota
et al. 2008] to automatically, or interactively [Girgensohn et al. 2009; Crampes et al. 2009] compute
image-clusters. Most of these works strive to identify good clustering for images, rather than good way
to dynamically present and explore the clustered dataset. Our approach instead is navigation-oriented
and it is organized in a way that, in any moment, users can decide to change the point of view and
trigger display of overlaid information by browsing a limited number of thumbnails radially organized
and automatically chosen according to the similarity to the current view point. Similar concepts can be
found in the hyperlink system of Goetzelmann et al. [2007], which presented a system to link textual
information and 3D models, where links on the text are associated to pre-defined points of views, and
definition of a point of view activates a mechanism proposing contextual information.
3.

OVERVIEW

The design of our method has taken into account requirements gathered from domain experts. Sec. 3.1
briefly illustrate the design process and the derived requirements, while Sec. 3.2 provides a general
overview of our approach, justifying the design decisions in relation to the requirements.
3.1

Requirements

While our methods are of general use, our work is motivated by the Digital Mont’e Prama project, a
collaborative effort between our center and the Soprintendenza per i Beni Archeologici per le Province di
Cagliari ed Oristano (ArcheoCAOR), which aims to present to the public a large unique collection of
pre-historic statues of the Mont’e Prama complex, including larger-than-life human figures and small
models of prehistoric nuraghe (cone-shaped stone towers) (see Fig. 1). The project covers aspects ranging
from 3D digitization to exploration.
In order to design our setup and interactive technique, we started with a detailed analysis of the
requirements of our chosen application domain, involving domain experts in a participatory design
process. The experts include one museum curator, two archaeologists, and one museum architect from
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ArcheoCAOR, plus two restorations experts from the Centro di conservazione e restauro dei beni culturali
of Li Punti. The design process took approximately four months, for a total of 16 meetings.
From interactions with the domain experts, we derived a list of requirements to guide our development.
Additional requirements stem from our analysis of related work (see Sec. 2) and our own past experience
developing interactive systems for cultural heritage [Bettio et al. 2009; Marton et al. 2012; Balsa
Rodriguez et al. 2013]. We now describe the main requirements that we used for guiding the development
process, briefly summarizing how they were derived:
R1. Large-scale visualization (real-world-sized macro-structure). The specific application case
for our design is the presentation of larger-than-life human statues, ranging from 2.0m to 2.5m of
height. The statues were constructed at this imposing scale on purpose, and this macro-structure
information should be immediately conveyed to the visitor through a real-scale (or larger-than-real)
presentation. This means, in particular, that we need to support large (wall-sized) displays.
R2. High-resolution details (magnified micro-structure). As almost any decorated Cultural Heritage object, the statues present information at multiple scales (global shape and carvings). Even
the finest material micro-structure carries valuable information (e.g., on the carving process). For
instance, the Mont’e Prama statues have millimeter-sized carvings, and thus require sub-millimetric
model precision. This carving information should be clearly perceivable at all scales, and should be
magnified for close inspection.
R3. Seamless interactive exploration and zooming (macro and micro-structure). Comprehension of the artifacts impose the capability to seamlessly move from macro-structure analysis,
providing information on function and context, and micro-structure analysis, providing information
on nature, shape and signification of decorations. Camera navigation should thus support both
global object motion and proximal navigation (panning over a surface to inspect details). The control
modes should be active with real-time feedback, in order to engage visitors providing them the sense
of control, and support smooth and seamless object inspection, going back and forth from shape
inspection to detail inspection.
R4. Annotation display. In the case of presentation of 3D artworks, the user interface should support
3D model exploration connected to accompanying information (e.g., rich textual descriptions). This
information should not be obtrusive and directly linked to the 3D model, e.g., to provide hints on
reconstruction hypotheses for missing parts.
R5. Fast learning curve and assisted navigation. In a museum installation, where walk-up-and-use
interfaces are expected, the visitors’ experience could be easily frustrated if the proposed interaction
paradigm does not allow them to immediately explore the content, through a natural user interface
with an extremely short learning curve. Moreover, since museums must manage large amounts of
visitors, long training times and/or guided training are not affordable. The user interface should
thus be perceived as simple, immediately usable (“please touch”), and provide guidance in complex
operation (e.g., to avoid lost-in-space situations during camera control), while not being perceived as
overly obtrusive.
R6. Single user control, multi-user fruition. Visitor experience tends to be personal, self-motivated,
self-paced, and exploratory. At the same time, the support of multi-user viewing enables visitors
to benefit from other people’s experiences in terms of user interaction behavior and object exploration, also encouraging collaboration and discussions. While a single-user interface is considered
appropriate, the physical setup should comfortably support at least 5–10 observers.
R7. Focus on work of art (avoid occlusion from people and/or interaction widgets). The important information is the visualized object itself, which, as in a real exhibition should not be
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obstructed by other people or general clutter (e.g., interaction widgets). Visitor focus should thus be
guided to the presentation medium.
R8. Flexibility and low cost (possibility of multiple installations). For practical purposes and to
ensure wide adoption, the system should be flexibly configurable and adjustable, of reasonably low
cost and easy to maintain by non-technical staff (e.g., simple automated switch on/off).
3.2

Approach

Requirements R1–R8, as well as our analysis of related work presented in Sec. 2, were taken
as guidelines for our development process, which resulted in the definition of an approach based on
indirect touch-based interactive control of a large projection surface through an assisted user-interface.
The main components of our user-interface are an object-based assisted system for interactive camera
motion tuned for both orbiting and proximal object inspection, and a context-based point-of-interest
selector for moving the camera to precomputed viewpoints and display associated information in overlay.
Multiresolution technology is used both in the user-interface and the rendering subsystem to cope with
performance constraints.
museum setup
New camera pose
and annotation display
pointerless
indirect
interaction

touch
interface

Context
Selection

large
projection
screen

Selected point of interest
Points of
interest
database

(a) Setup

(b) Assisted camera control

(c) Points of interest

Fig. 2. Method overview. Users focus on a large projection screen. Object exploration is achieved by moving the camera on
isosurfaces of the object’s distance field, and point-of-interest selection is context sensitive and associated to display of auxiliary
information.

Proposed setup. The widespread diffusion of touch devices, such as tablets or smartphones, has made
people used to touch-based user interfaces based on direct manipulation of on-screen objects (R5). This
kind of setting is increasingly being used at a larger scale, also for museum presentations, with users
exploring models on touch-enabled monitors, tables, or walls [Hachet et al. 2013]. Instead of using a
large touch screen as input/output device for direct manipulation, we have preferred to decouple the
devices for interaction and for rendering as to allow for large projection surfaces and enable multiple
users to watch the whole screen without occlusion problems (R1, R6) and staying at a suitable distance
from it when viewing large objects of imposing scale (R1). By contrast, using co-location of touch
interaction and display would force users to stay within reach of the display, limiting its size. Many
embodiments of this concept are possible. In this work, we present a low-cost solution (R8) based on a
single PC connected to a small touch screen for input and display of help information and a projector
illuminating a large screen for application display (see Fig. 2(a)). We emphasize that the touch screen
does not display any visual feedback, encouraging the users to focus solely on the large display (R7)
where the objects of interest are rendered (see Fig. 8(a)). Both single- and multi-touch controls have
been implemented (see Sec. 6).
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Camera control. 3D variations of the well-known 2D multi-touch RST technique, that allows the
simultaneous control of Rotations, Scaling, and Translations from two finger inputs are becoming increasingly used as viewpoint manipulation technique in this context [Kurtenbach et al. 1997; Jankowski
and Hachet 2013]. While no real standard for 3D touch-based interaction exists [Keefe and Isenberg
2013], touch surfaces are now so common that people are encouraged to immediately start interacting
with them, which is an important aspect of walk-up-and-use interfaces. Moreover, even if the mapping between 2D and 3D motions is non-trivial and varies for a user interface to the next, users are
encouraged to learn by trial and error while interacting. Inspection of complex objects, especially for
novice users, can be difficult, as, similarly to virtual trackball approaches, users are continuously
shifting between pan, orbit, and zoom operations, and, in the case of topologically complex objects
presenting many cavities and protrusions, the camera eye can cross the object surface, resulting in
an undesirable effect. General 7DOF controllers also require special handling to avoid lost-in-space
effects. These problems occur because the navigation interface is not context-aware, but simply operates
on the model transformation, leaving the burden to adapt to the surface to the user. We have thus
designed an object-aware technique explicitly targeted to constrained macro-scale and micro-scale object
exploration (R5). Among the possible solutions discussed in Sec. 2, we focus on techniques that do not
required on-screen widgets, in order to have a clean view of the work of art (R7). IsoCam (see Sec. 4)
automatically avoids collisions with scene objects and local environments, while trying to maintain the
camera at a fixed distance around the object while maintaining a good orientation (R3). When hovering
around the surface, our method maintains the camera position on the current isosurface of the distance
field generated by the model, and, once computed the new viewpoint, devises a good orientation based on
temporal continuity and surface orientation at multiple scales. Zooming instead is obtained by changing
the current isolevel. With this approach, collisions are avoided, and the camera accurately follows the
model shape when close to the object, while smoothly evolving to move around a spherical shape when
moving away from it (see Fig. 2(b)). This approach permits to browse in a smooth way the model always
facing the camera in a proper direction, but also allows the user to move among disconnected parts,
due to the topological structure of a distance field. User interaction does not require to provide a visual
feedback or to implement picking, as needed, e.g., to select a pivot for rotation over a model. The user
can update the camera position by interacting with the touch screen, while always looking at the large
display where the object of interest is shown (R7). Among the many non-standardized mappings of
3D touch gestures to 3D manipulations [Keefe and Isenberg 2013], we choose the simple approach of
mapping common 2D RST gestures, such as pinch-to-zoom, one- and two-fingers pan, and two-finger
rotate to analogue 3D behaviors, as this encourages people to quickly learn the mapping by looking at
the effect of their actions. We note that this is made possible because of the constrained nature of our
interface, which reduces degrees of freedom in order to favor ease of use at the expense of generality.

Points of interest. 3D hot-spots, popularized by VRML/X3D browsers and geoviewers, are the most
common methods for associating auxiliary information to the 3D model [Callieri et al. 2008; Jankowski
and Decker 2012]. These methods, however, require pointing methods and/or produce clutter. Instead
of using hot-spots, we thus employ a context-based radial menu to select among a subset of contextselected views. The system thus supplies the user, on demand, a set of precomputed points-of-interest,
corresponding to the best ones with respect to the observer position and view similarity metric (see
Fig. 2(c) and Sec. 5). Each view is also enriched with an associated overlaid information, which is
presented to the viewer (R4). As for constrained navigation, point-of-interest selection does not require
any visual feedback on the interaction touch screen, nor the availability of a specific pointing method
(see Sec. 6) (R7).
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Scalability. In order to ensure real-time performance (R3) on large datasets (R1) presented at high
resolution (R2) (e.g., billions of triangles and hundreds of points of interest per model), we employ
specialized multiresolution structures and adaptive algorithms. In our approach, the renderer and the
user-interface subsystem share structure and work on a view-adapted representation of the dataset
(see Sec. 7). In particular, we have extended the Adaptive TetraPuzzles (ATP) approach [Cignoni et al.
2004] for massive model multiresolution visualization to implement all required geometric queries, and
employ kd-trees to organize the points of interest. Since the complexity of all operations depend only
on the (bounded) view complexity, rather than on the (potentially unbounded) model complexity, we
can guarantee high display accuracy and real-time performance both for macro- and micro-structure
inspection (R1, R2, R3).
4.

CAMERA CONTROL

Previously proposed object-based orbiting approaches, well suited for indirect interaction, are based
on the concept of sliding a target point on the object surface, and determining the camera orientation
based on the local surface normal, using ad-hoc techniques to manage cavities and sharp turns. These
requirements have two implications: first, the user can easily move only on connected parts of the model,
and second, the movement is highly sensible to the surface roughness and thus needs to be filtered
properly to avoid abrupt accelerations.
We start from a concept similar to the one of the sliding surface, but the basic idea is to exploit
the structure of the object’s distance field. Thus, during hovering operations, the camera position
is maintained at a constant isolevel, while zooming is achieved by changing the isolevel. Camera
orientation is determined in this approach only after position is incrementally updated. One of the
benefits is that isosurfaces of the distance field, being offset surfaces, are much smoother than the
surface itself and change smoothly from the model shape to a spherical shape with increasing distance,
combining increased smoothness with topological simplification. This permits to follow all the fine
detail when the distance is small, while smoothly orbiting and moving across disconnected parts when
the distance increases. For example, when inspecting a human figure, users can hover over a single
leg when looking from a few centimeters, while orbiting around both legs from a further distance, see
Fig. 3(a).
As we will see, orientation is computed by considering the gradient of a smoothed version of the
distance field, an up-vector model, and temporal continuity considerations. Decoupling position and
orientation computation allows us to have precise guarantees in terms of collision-free motion, which are
not shared by hovering techniques which smooth the surface to reduce jittering [Moerman et al. 2012].
In particular, distance field information is extracted with on-the-fly nearest-neighbor computation on
multiresolution approximations of the current view-dependent approximation of the model (see Sec. 7).
It should be noted here that position computation must be precise enough to avoid collisions, while
orientation computation can trade precision with smoothness. Thus, a precise nearest neighbor search
is used to keep the user at a fixed distance from the model surface, while a coarser nearest neighbor
computation is preferred to compute the view direction, towards having smooth camera orientation
variations. In the following, we define fine target as the nearest neighbor on the refined model with
respect to the eye, while the coarse target corresponds to the nearest neighbor on a smoother coarse
model (see Fig. 3(b)). Sec. 7 details how fine and coarse targets can be efficiently computed using the
same multiresolution structure that is used for rendering.
Hovering. The hovering operation tries to maintain the camera on the current isolevel, looking
straight at the model. Hovering is performed through an incremental update of the current position on
the isosurface, followed by an update of the view direction. As user input, the camera controller takes a
ACM Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage, Vol. 7, No. 0, Article 0, Publication date: June 2014.
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(a) Isosurface

(b) Positioning and hovering

(c) Zooming

Fig. 3. IsoCam. a) Some line of the isosurface. b) Hover movement orthogonal to gradient, user input ∆m split into 4 steps to
follow the isosurface. c) Zooming stopped in three situations: (case 1) approaching fine target, (case 2) approaching coarse target,
(case 3) zooming backward (circle radius represents the minimum permitted distance from surface).

2D vector indicating the desired direction and amount of motion in the camera plane. We assume in
the following that the increment is small. Therefore, large user inputs (large velocities) imply multiple
update steps. In order to update the position, we achieve motion by tracing an isoline starting from
the current position. The tracing algorithm moves the observer position tangentially to the isosurface,
reprojects it onto the isosurface, and finally updates the view direction, see Fig. 3(b). For that, each step
is unprojected from screen to world space using the current projection and view transformation looking
towards the fine target, thus producing a movement tangential to the isosurface. Projecting the observer
onto the isosurface consists of moving the observer position towards the fine target to adjust the distance,
and then recomputing the fine target. Working exclusively on fine targets for position computation
ensures that we cannot have collisions with the model. Since the gradient direction changes from point
to point, a single translation would not be enough to reach the original isosurface, and the projection
algorithm is applied iteratively until the correct isolevel is reached within a prescribed relative tolerance
(a small fraction of the isosurface value) or a maximum small number of iterations has been done. After
this iterative adjustment, a new coarse target is recomputed for orientation computation. At this point
the observer position and the view target are available, but we still need an up vector to define the
current view transformation. Up-vector definition is a classic problem in camera motion control, and
many solutions are available in the literature (see Khan et al. [2005] for up-vector techniques suited for
proximal navigation). In this work, we use a global up vector model, which is particularly suitable for
exploring standing sculptures. In order to handle singularities, we limit the camera tilt with respect to
the up vector, generating a camera motion similar to the one a human would perform around a statue.
Zooming. Zooming is achieved by switching between the different isosurfaces. The user input modifies
the distance of the observer from the coarse target. The coarse target position, which defines the view
direction, is not updated during the zooming, thus leaving unchanged the orientation and producing a
smooth and intuitive movement. Moving between isosurfaces has the benefit that we always know the
distance from the model surface, thus we can easily avoid collisions, simply limiting the distance from
the model. We perform the movement only if the new distances from both the fine target and the coarse
target are greater or equal than a minimum distance. We obviously need to check the fine target to
avoid collisions. At the same time, we check the coarse target distance to avoid abrupt rotations when
keeping facing the coarse target, see Fig. 3(c) (case 1, 2). Zooming in and zooming out use the same
algorithm, since these checks are enough to prevent forward, but also backward collisions, see Fig. 3(c)
(case 3).
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(b) Free motion
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(c) Temporally smoothed orientation

Fig. 4. Temporal smoothing. Position and orientation interpolation when reaching coarse target discontinuity. In the 3D
views, lines identify view direction in different frames. Large view direction discontinuities are highlighted in red.

Sudden orientation changes and temporal smoothing. A benefit of moving over an isosurface is
the ability of early detecting collisions with invisible parts, as could happen in the HoverCam approach [Khan et al. 2005] when browsing a surface which presents a sudden change of orientation, as in
Fig. 4(a). HoverCam solves this problem with prediction in the movement direction to avoid hitting the
hidden surface. In our case, this is implicit when moving over an isosurface that covers the entire model.
It is important to note that our view-dependent representation is complete, i.e., it covers the entire
model without clipping it outside the view frustum (resolution of far/out-of-view nodes are only reduced)
(see Sec. 7). Sudden surface orientation changes could cause, however, accelerations in user motion, due
to fast changes of view direction (coarse target) even in a smoothed surface. This is a simpler situation to
handle, as it does not need to modify the path of the camera and only requires introducing acceleration
control in the orientation. Working on coarse targets for orientation computations already introduces
a degree of smoothness in orientation changes. Moreover, limiting the screen space movement of the
coarse target produces a smooth change of orientation also in case of sudden coarse neighbor changes.
To achieve this goal we introduce hysteresis in the process, achieving temporal smoothing. Positions
and orientations are thus adaptively interpolated between previous and current view transformation.
The interpolation value is given by the ratio between the user input movement and the coarse target
screen movement, see Fig. 4(b), 4(c). Since orientation does not change linearly, we recursively apply
this procedure until the coarse target screen movement is within a certain tolerance from the user
input. This procedure converges in a few steps, generally 2 or 3. Finally, the current camera view
transformation is interpolated at each step with previous camera transformation to produce a smoother
movement.
5.

IMAGE-BASED NAVIGATION AND POINTS OF INTEREST

We provide the user also with a context-based guided navigation relying on nearest point-of-interest
selection. This alternative control method allows the user to explore the object by traveling through a
set of interesting views that have been previously defined and annotated. For that, the user is presented
with a small set of images consisting of interesting views that can be reached from its position and
can be selected with a radial selection interface shown in the projection screen, see Fig. 5. Selecting
one of the presented images triggers a camera animation that moves the viewpoint to the location
associated to the images and, then, presents in overlay the associated information (see Fig. 5). The
information remains visible until the user decides to move to another position. This approach, based
on static overlays, which can freely contain 3D sketches to be super-imposed to rendered 3D models,
greatly simplifies the authoring of annotations by domain experts, which can use standard 2D graphics
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tools to generate vector graphics representations enhancing and commenting particularly interesting
views.

(a) Current view

(b) Context-sensitive view selector

(c) Final image with overlay

Fig. 5. Radial view selector. A small set of images is presented to the user corresponding to the nearest views available from
the current viewpoint. Selecting one of the presented images triggers a camera animation that moves the viewpoint to the location
associated to the images and, then, presents in overlay the associated information.

No hot-spots or hyperlinks are visible during the navigation, but activated on demand by the user (see
Sec. 6). Upon activation, a search is performed for determining the best view candidate set from the
user viewpoint. The search of the best view candidates is performed on a separate kd-tree that contains
all the views (see Sec. 7). For each view we store the associated image previously rendered, a description
of the view contents, which is then rendered as overlay, and the viewing transformation from which we
derive the point of view. Context-based selection selects from the database images that are similar to
the current view and easily reachable from the current position (see Sec. 7).

(a) Selection with similarity filtering

(b) Selection without similarity filtering

Fig. 6. Context-based selection. Selected images with (a) and without (b) similarity filtering images from the point of view
corresponding to the top view in the radial view selector. In the image without similarity filtering (b), we have highlighted in red
the views less related to the current point of view, like the knee and the two closeup of the hand, which are close in terms of
viewpoint but not in terms of similarity.

By using a radial selection interface, the user is no more required to look at the touch screen for
switching between the different views, which are distributed onto a circumference around the center
of the display. The upper position is held by the the nearest view with the following views in distance
order being distributed in a clockwise fashion. Relative displacements from the initial touch position
determine the selection in a natural way.
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DEVICE MAPPING

Our user interface for model manipulation and point-of-interest selection requires minimal user input,
and can be mapped from input devices in a variety of ways. In this paper, we are interested in a situation
where a touch screen is used for motion control and the rendering is displayed onto a big projective
screen. For such a setup, we avoid using the touch-screen to display content-related information, in
order to encourage the user to focus on the visualization screen instead of concentrating on the user
interface, see Fig. 8(a). It should be noted that, when using touch input, we not only have to deal with
2D-input-to-3D-output mapping, but also have to be aware of modality and precision issues[Keefe
and Isenberg 2013]. The IsoCam interface helps in this respect, since it uses a constrained navigation
approach that reduces degrees of freedom in order to simplify common operations, limits operations to
zooming (1D), hovering (2D), and optional twist (1D), employs a fully incremental mode of operation
that does not require pointing. We have implemented the interface both with a single touch as well
as a multi-touch input. The single touch interface can be operated also with a one-button 2D mouse.
Incremental camera motion control requires only to differentiate zoom vs. hovering and to continuously
specify the associated 1D or 2D amounts. Point-of-interest selection requires the activation of the
circular menu, and the specification of an angle to select the desired point-of-interest.
As one-finger pan and two-finger rotate-scale-translate gestures are well established and accepted in
the 2D

Fig. 7. Multi-Touch gestures. Device mapping using a multi-touch device. Hand images adapted from Wikipedia (contributor
GRPH3B18) under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike license.

Multi-touch mapping. Multi-touch is our preferred mode of operation. In order to reduce training
times, we considered common single-touch and multi-touch gestures, as used for 2D actions in commodity
products such as smartphones or tablets, and mapped them to analogue 3D behaviors in our constrained
controllers. To the same end, we also found useful to associate multiple gestures to the same action.
While no standard exists for mapping 3D touch gestures to 3D manipulations [Keefe and Isenberg 2013],
one-finger pan and two-finger rotate-scale-translate gestures are well established and accepted in the
2D realm. Since our controller is constrained and maps 3D motions to locally 2D actions, it is possible
to map common 2D RST gestures to analogue 3D motions. This has the advantage of encouraging
walk-up-and-use behaviors, with people learning the 2D to 3D mapping while interacting. One-finger
long press is thus mapped to the activation of the point-of-interest menu, and a radial motion in the
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direction of the desired thumbnail followed by a release performs selection. Single finger panning
gesture is used to control hovering. Direction and velocity are specified by the vector from the first touch
position to the current finger position. Two-finger gestures can also be used to control hovering, as well
as zooming and up-vector control. Two-finger panning has the same effect as single-finger panning (i.e.,
hovering control), while two-finger pinch controls zooming, and two-finger rotate controls twist (i.e.,
up-vector modification).
Single-touch mapping. The single-touch interface is used on desktop applications and in cases where
a multi-touch screen is not available. Device mapping is similar to the multi-touch interfaces, with
long press (or right button press for a mouse) for menu activation, and dragging gestures for hovering
control and point-of-interest selection. Similarly to other works on unified camera control [Zeleznik
and Forsberg 1999], zooming in this case is activated by reserving a specific area of the touch device (a
vertical bar placed on the left of the screen), and using dragging in this area for zoom-in (drag up) or
zoom-out (drag down).
7.

SCALABILITY

Both the rendering and user interface require specialized spatial indexing and multiresolution structures and adaptive algorithms to ensure real-time performance on large datasets (billions of triangles
and hundreds of points of interest per model).
We employ kd-trees to organize the points of interest, and have extended the Adaptive TetraPuzzles
(ATP) approach [Cignoni et al. 2004], which already provides the features and performance required
for massive model rendering, to implement the required geometric queries. The ATP coarse grained
multiresolution structure is based on a hierarchical tetrahedral subdivision of the input volume.
Each tetrahedron contains at leaf level a portion of the original model, while in inner levels, coarser
representations are constructed by constrained simplification from children tetrahedra. Each node
is made of a few thousands of triangles, leveraging the cost of the CPU traversal, amortizing node
selection over many graphics primitives and properly exploiting current GPU bandwidth and processing
capabilities. The algorithm is able to produce view-dependent adaptive seamless representations at
high frame rates. The original algorithm has been improved, similar to what has been done by Balsa
et al. [2013] by using a diamond structure which is refined with the use of a double heap refinement
/ coarsening strategy, to produce time critical interruptible view-dependent cut adaptations. At each
frame, the view-adapted cut is used for all operations.
Nearest neighbor computation for camera control. The use of the multiresolution structure is mandatory to be able to perform, multiple times per frame, fast nearest neighbor search at multiple scales on
massive models made up of hundreds of millions of samples, as required by our constrained camera
controller (see Sec. 4). We perform all searches on the view-adapted tetrahedron graph. Each node of
the tetrahedral hierarchy has been enriched with an internal bounding box hierarchy which permits
to perform nearest neighbor computation at fast pace. This box tree is constructed by hierarchically
bi-sectioning the node’s vertex array and calculating the associated bounding box, exploiting the fact
that the vertices in the triangle strip are sorted in a spatially-coherent order, similarly to ray strips
methods [Balsa Rodriguez et al. 2013; Lauterbach et al. 2007], which, however, construct a similar
hierarchy on triangle strip. This is not required for our meshless approximation. Each node of the
axis aligned box hierarchy contains, in addition the implicitly defined bounding box, the first and last
indices of the vertex array portion it contains in order to be able to refine the search. The per-node
bounding box hierarchy gives us the ability to perform nearest neighbor search at different levels of
resolution, just by specifying the maximum level of the box hierarchy at which to perform the search. If
the level is coarser than the box’s maximum level, the search will return the point contained at half of
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the vertex array of that node. Returning a point belonging to the vertex array gives a better surface
approximation with respect to returning for example the center of the bounding box, which could be
placed away from the surface, depending on the point distribution inside the box. The fine search will
look for the nearest neighbor among the leaf vertices (in our implementation there are N < 16 vertices
at leaf level). Hence, coarse target search is performed near the root of the bounding box hierarchy,
while fine target search is performed deeper in the hierarchy. In order to remove discrete sampling
effects,
each nearest neighbor search returns not only a single sample but a Gaussian weighted average
PK
w ·p
d2 −d2
4
∗
i=1
p = PK wi i of the first K nearest neighbors identified by the knn-search, where wi = (1 − d2i −dmin
2 )
i
max
min
i=1
is the Gaussian-like weight for each of the K points, di is the distance of pi to the eye, and dmax and
dmin are the minimum and maximum distances among all di values. In our implementation we use
K = 8 for fine target computation and K = 16 for coarse target computation to provide smoothing of
sampling discontinuities at small CPU costs. Note, again, that this weighted averaging process is aimed
at reducing discontinuities due to discrete sampling, not at smoothing the surface. Surface smoothing
is not required for the fine target, used for position computation, while it is achieved for the coarse
target through the sampling sparsification (subsampling) obtained by controlling search depth in the
box hierarchy.

Scalable selection of points of interest. Our context-based user interface requires scalable methods to
efficiently select a good set of points-of-interest from a large database using a view similarity metric.
We start from the fact that our situation is different from just image matching, since we have full
information on the camera parameters as well as on the imaged 3D model. Thus, instead of computing
image correlations or extracting and matching feature sets, we can compute similarity based on the fact
that, for two similar views, a given point model would project to about the same image pixel. In order to
efficiently perform the operation, we split the search into two phases. We organize all views in a kd-tree,
indexed by the observer position, The selection of the M view candidates starts with a traversal of the
kd-tree, looking for the N  M points of view nearest to the user viewpoint that satisfy the following
two constraints: (a) the angle φ between the user view direction and the candidate view direction must
be below a certain threshold (in our case φ ≤ 90◦ ); (b) there should not be any obstacle between the
user viewpoint and the candidate view (we perform a raycasting between the two points of view to
check for that constraint). Constraint (a) ensures that selected viewpoint has approximately the same
orientation of the current view, while (b) ensures that the current viewpoint sees the target viewpoint,
and a simple linear path can move the camera to the target point without collisions. Once the N nearest
neighbors set satisfying both constraints has been determined, the set is further filtered to select the
most similar views. Intuitively, two views are similar if surface samples in 3D model geometry project
approximately to the same pixels in the two images. We perform the computation in Normalized Device
Coordinates (NDC), see Fig. 6, using minimal information. For that, a small random set of 3D points is
extracted from the view-adapted tetrahedron graph. This is done using a simple traversal of the graph
leafs, selecting a few points per node. These points are then projected using the view parameters both
from the candidate view and the user viewpoint,P
in order to calculate the average screen space distance
S
between the two point sets, defined as d = S1 · i=1 kP Vj pi − P Vcurrent pi k, where P is the projection
matrix, Vj is the candidate’s view matrix, Vcurrent is the current view matrix, and pi corresponds to each
of the S random selected points. Only N ≤ M views pass this last filter where d ≤ 2 is required (as we
work in NDC coordinates, a distance of two corresponds to screen width or height). A major advantage
of this technique is that it is purely geometry-driven, and the only required information on the stored
views are the viewing parameters.
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IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

The techniques presented in this work have been implemented in a system for exploration of highly
detailed models in museum settings. The system has been successfully used in a variety of settings, in
particular for the exploration of a set of 3D models derived from the 3D scan acquisition of the statues
of Mont’e Prama, ancient stone sculptures created by the Nuragic civilization of Sardinia, Italy, see
Fig. 8(c),8(d). The 3D models of these statues are highly detailed and often made of a few disconnected
parts, posing important problems to navigation techniques. See Bettio et al. [2013; 2014] for details on
the Mont’e Prama dataset.

(a) Museum setup

(b) Main menu

(c) Mont’e Prama database

(d) Rendered model

Fig. 8. Application setup. a) Setup of touch-screen large projection device on a exhibition. b) Main menu interface. c) Mont’e
Prama full database. d) Detail of a single Archer statue.

8.1

Reference implementation

A reference system integrating all techniques described in this paper has been implemented on Linux
using OpenGL and GLSL for the rendering, and Qt 4.7 for the interface, while the database component
relies on BerkeleyDB. The hardware setup for the interactive stations was composed of a 2.5m-diagonal
back-projection screen, a 3000 ANSI Lumen projectiondesign F20 SXGA+ projector, and a 23” ACER
T230H optical multi-touch screen, both controlled by a PC with with Ubuntu Linux 12.10, a Intel Core
i7-3820 @ 3.6Ghz, with 8GB of RAM and a NVIDIA GTX 680 GPU. The multi-touch screen was designed
to be placed one and a half meter away from the projection screen in order to allow visitors to see the
whole display without being occluded by the user that was interacting.
The system has been tested on a variety of models including the Mont’e Prama statues. Models
were rendered using a target resolution of 0.5 triangles/pixel, leading to graphs cuts containing on
average 250 leaf nodes, with approximately 8K triangles/node. Interactive performance was achieved
for all datasets, with frame-rates constantly above 30fps and negligible interaction delays. Reusing the
multiresolution structure used for rendering also for object queries during interaction proved successful,
as camera transformation computation in our camera controller always took just between 10% and 30%
of the graph adaptation time required for rendering.
8.2

User study

In order to assess the IsoCam exploration controller we carried out a thorough user evaluation involving
quantitative and subjective measurements based on interactive tasks carried out by a number of
volunteers.
Goal. The main goal of the evaluation was to assess whether the proposed camera controller is
adequate for usage in the typical scenario of virtual museums, where many users with different skills
and experiences try to interactively explore digital models in order to highlight details at various
scales. Given the large number of 3D object exploration techniques, it is impossible to carry out a
fully comprehensive comparison considering all the existent navigation systems. We thus limited our
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(c) Target writing in the model

Fig. 9. User interface evaluation. Tasks consisted of: (a) manipulating the model until reaching given specified global
positions highlighted in yellow, (b) exploring a search area to find meaningful details (b), (c) identifying a 5-letter writing textured
over the model.

comparison to the virtual 3D trackball [Henriksen et al. 2004], and the HoverCam proximal navigation
controller [Khan et al. 2005]. The virtual trackball was chosen because it is the interactive camera
controller most commonly employed in virtual environments, and is considered easy and immediate to
learn. HoverCam was considered because it is the most similar to IsoCam between the object-aware
techniques available in literature.
Setup. The experimental setup considered the reference system implementation described in section 8.1. All user interfaces were operated using the same precise optical touch screen device using a
multi-touch device mapping. IsoCam and HoverCam used the same device mapping presented in Sec. 6.
The Virtual TrackBall was implemented by rigidly attaching the object to the user’s hand and uses a
typical RST approach: with one finger user generates 2-DOF rotations on the model’s bounding sphere,
while with two fingers (pinch) users perform zoom in or out by increasing or reducing the distance
between the fingers, or pan the model by moving the fingers inside the workspace. As testing model, we
selected a 80M triangles Archer statue from the Mont’e Prama collection, which has detailed carvings
and is missing some parts: half bow, one hand and half leg (see Fig. 9(a)). The reconstructed model is
thus composed by two disconnected parts (whole body and disconnected right foot), and presents many
sharp features, surface saddles peaks and valleys, whose exploration represents a non-trivial task.
Tasks. The experiments consisted in letting users try the three different manipulation controllers
(IsoCam, TrackBall [Henriksen et al. 2004], and HoverCam [Khan et al. 2005]) in the context of a targetoriented interaction task [Martinet et al. 2009]. We designed our task to measure performance in the
macro-structure and micro-structure inspections tasks typical of cultural heritage model explorations.
Participants were asked to manipulate the model until reaching given specified global positions,
and perform local small-scale explorations of the model surface with the goal of finding meaningful
information. Targets were indicated by yellow patches lying on the Mont’e Prama bowman model, and
the goal was to reach them as quickly as possible by starting from a fixed position and adequately
manipulating the model in order to adequately position the viewpoint over the indicated areas (see
Fig. 9(a)). When the target area was reached, the yellow patch area became an exploring area (see
Fig. 9(b)) and users had to search and identify a 5-letter writing textured above the surface of the
bowman (see Fig. 9(c)). Users had to read correctly the writing by moving locally the model up to reach
an adequate orientation and scale, and identify it between 5 different choices indicated in buttons
appearing under the touch area.
Participants. For the user analysis, 20 participants (17 males and 3 females, with ages ranging from
17 to 65, mean 36.5 ± 12.5 years) were recruited between the participants of the various exhibitions,
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CRS4 employees (including researchers, network administrators and administrative staff), and high
school students. They were subdivided in two groups according to their experience with 3D interfaces
(12 novices and 8 experts).
Design. Each participant saw the three interfaces in randomized order. Users were first allowed
to become familiar with the controller by watching a brief video showing how it works (part of the
help system of the museum installation), trying it for two minutes, and performing one task just for
testing. After the training session, the measured tests consisted of 5 trials, where targets were randomly
selected from a list of 15 potential candidates, as to avoid any bias due to a-priori knowledge of target
positions. For a complete testing session, users needed times ranging from 15 to 20 minutes. A trial
was considered aborted if the target area was not reached within 40 seconds, or the inscription was not
correctly identified within 40 seconds from reaching the target area. The times needed for reaching the
target areas (global positioning) and for identifying the correct writings (local browsing) were measured
and recorded. In summary, the complete test design consisted of 20 participants, each one testing 3
camera controllers with 2 tasks (positioning and identification) on 5 targets for a total of 600 time
measurements. At the end of the experiments, participants were also asked to fill a questionnaire
comparing the performance of the three controllers by indicating a score in a 5-point Likert scale
with respect to the following characteristics: ease of learning, ease of reaching desired positions, and
perceived 3D exploring quality. Finally, participants were asked to indicate their preferred controllers.
Performance evaluation. Before collecting the results, we expected that IsoCam would perform similarly to HoverCam and TrackBall for global positioning, while we expected a significant improvement
in the local positioning task. We also expected that expert users might have similar performances for all
the three camera controllers, and significant differences when the controllers are used by novice users.
We performed an analysis of task completion times for global positioning and identification, and total
times. Fig. 10 show the boxplots of the task completion times, for novice and expert users, as rendered
by the R package [R Core Team 2013]. The bottom and top of each box are the first and third quartiles,
the band inside the box is the second quartile (the median), and the ends of the whiskers extending
vertically from the boxes represent the lowest datum still within 1.5 IQR (inter-quartile range) of the
lower quartile, and the highest datum still within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile. Outliers are indicated
as small circles. Analysis of boxplots in Fig. 10 (bottom row) reveals that experts had similar performances with all interfaces, even if they were slightly faster with IsoCam. Through direct observation of
expert users while performing the tasks, we noticed that the common strategy for completing the global
positioning tasks consisted of moving the model at macro-scale before performing one zooming operation
towards the target area. For the identification tasks, most expert users zoomed out the area in order to
recognize the detail, and finally zoomed in to the target writing. In this way, for most of the targets,
performances were more or less similar independently from the interface employed. However, for targets
positioned in sharp areas of the model or close to disconnected parts, a number of users experienced
problems with HoverCam and TrackBall. This explains the presence of some distant outliers in the
boxplot of identification times for HoverCam and TrackBall. On the other hand, from top row in Fig. 10,
it appears evident that novice users had better performances and felt more comfortable with IsoCam,
especially during the identification task. Direct observation of interaction during the tasks revealed
that naive participants did not follow any common strategy for completing the tasks, but the movement
was mostly instinctive, with a gradual usage of zooming and the tendency of trying to slide along the
surface when performing the exploration and identification task. In most of the trials, independently
from the position of the target, novice users performed continuous motion corrections, especially when
using HoverCam and TrackBall, while with IsoCam they were able to keep smooth trajectories. To
this end, particularly interesting is the size of IQR for the identification time (see second column of
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Fig. 10. Performance evaluation. The proposed IsoCam camera controller was compared to the Virtual TrackBall [Henriksen
et al. 2004] and HoverCam [Khan et al. 2005] with respect to performance and perceived navigation quality during the exploration
of a complex Mont’e Prama statue model. In boxplots, red indicates IsoCam, yellow TrackBall, and blue HoverCam.

Fig. 10), from which it appears evident that both novices and experts had homogeneous performances
during the local browsing task with IsoCam, but not with HoverCam and TrackBall. These results can
be explained by considering that a direct surface orbiting technique like HoverCam can suffer when
dealing with sharp features and disconnections, such as the ones contained the Mont’e Prama bowman
model, while TrackBall needs many mode switches between rotations, translations and zoom to be able
to inspect highly-detailed surface models while remaining at constant distance.
Qualitative evaluation. Fig. 11(a), showing histograms with error bars for qualitative results, provides
indication that users found the Virtual TrackBall easier to learn but not simple to operate, since they
perceived that with IsoCam they could more easily reach targets, and they also felt more comfortable
during exploration. The easy-to-learn property of the TrackBall is in large part due to the fact that
the technique is (falsely) perceived as standardized, since most users have already been exposed to it,
at least in standard 2D RST interfaces. It appears also evident that IsoCam revealed to be strongly
appealing for users (see Fig. 11(b)). In addition, from think-a-loud comments, we derived that the large
majority of novice users noted and appreciated the superior smoothness of the IsoCam camera controller
with respect to the HoverCam.
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(a) Subjective comparison of camera controllers

(b) Preferred camera controller

Fig. 11. Qualitative evaluation. (a) Users were asked to evaluate the performance of the three camera controllers by indicating
a score in a 5-point Likert scale with respect to ease of learning, ease of reaching desired positions, and perceived 3D exploring
quality. (b) Users were asked to indicate the preferred controller.

8.3

Exhibition

The system has been successfully employed in a large exhibition held during the 65th International
Trade Fair of Sardinia, held from April 25th to May 6th 2013 (see Fig. 1). The Mont’e Prama restoration
project was presented to the visitors, together with virtual stands for interactively exploring the entire
set of statues. In that setting, visitors were presented with a simple touch interface to select the statue
to be explored. A gallery of models was shown on the multi-touch screen, and specific information about
the currently selected object was shown in the projective screen. Sliding to left and right allowed the
user to change the selected model, while a click on the central image invokes the associated action:
showing the objects under the selected hierarchy group, or exploring the selected object. Once the
model to explore has been selected, the visualization application came in, providing the user with an
almost empty multi-touch screen (only the buttons for help and going back were shown), and the high
resolution model being displayed in the projective screen, see Fig. 8(b). In order to interact with it, user
simply had to perform touch gestures on the multi-touch screen without any visual feedback other than
the visualization. Being these gestures relative to the initial touch position, user simply had to associate
their movement on the screen surface with the behavior of the navigation, as would happen with a
joystick, for instance. A total of approximately 3500 visitors attended the exhibition, and many of them
interacted with the models using our interface (see accompanying video). Typically, groups of people
gathered in front of the interactive stations and freely interacted with the system. The unobtrusive
interface and setup was very effective in this setting. Informal feedback received during the exhibition
was very positive. In particular, all users particularly appreciated the size of projection, the interactivity
of the navigation, and the fine details of the statues provided by the multiresolution renderer.
A follow-up of this work is now the basis for permanent exhibitions on Mont’e Prama statues at the
National Archaeological Museum in Cagliari, Italy and at the Civic Museum in Cabras, Italy. Each of
these two installations employ a 7500 Lumen projector illuminating a 2.5m-high 16:10 screen positioned
in portrait mode. This configuration permits rendering the statues at full scale. By matching projection
parameters with the position of the viewer operating the console, we can achieve a natural viewing
experience.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an interactive system for natural exploration of extremely detailed surface models
with indirect touch control in a room-sized workspace, suitable for museums and exhibitions. Furthermore, a museum installation has been set up and thousands of visitors had the possibility, during two
weeks, of browsing high resolution 3D laser scan models of the 38 restored statues of the Mont’e Prama
complex. We have presented a novel camera controller based on distance field surfing, enriched with a
dynamic selection of precomputed views and point of interest, which does not require the visualization
of hot-spots over the model, but is able to dynamically identify the best views near the current user
position and to display connected information in overlay. The presented IsoCam camera controller has
been compared with other two consolidated approaches, collecting quantitative and qualitative results
from a series of tests involving 20 people. The camera controller appears to be intuitive enough even for
casual users who quickly understand how to browse statue models in a short trial period. Our indirect
control low-degree-of-freedom controller allows users to pan, rotate and scale, with simple and natural
gestures, massive models, while always facing the model surface, without requiring precise pointing
methods, and without the monolithic surface limitation of previous orbiting and hovering techniques.
The resulting virtual environment, which combines ease of use with high fidelity representation and
low-cost setup, appears to be well suited for installations at museums and exhibition centers. Our
current work concentrates on improving interaction quality and on extending the system for supporting
bidirectional connection between multiple multimedia types as well as narrative contents.
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